ADOPT – A - CELL
SUPPORT THE ARIZONA SOLAR RACING TEAM

The Arizona Solar Racing Team is a student organization at the University of Arizona committed to building and racing solar powered vehicles and promoting alternative energy solutions. One of the largest expenses involved in building a solar powered vehicle is also the most important, the array of solar cells that generate all the power necessary to drive the car across the U.S. and Canada in solar races without ever plugging in or filling up. The solar array will be built from about 3000 individual Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) solar cells, producing more than 2000 watts of power when complete.

The Arizona Solar Racing Team is offering an inexpensive opportunity for families, individuals, and companies to support the team by “adopting” individual solar cells. A string of six solar cells may be adopted for $100 or twenty cells for $200. There is no limit on the number of cells or strings you may adopt. Each cell adoption will go toward supporting the team and Drifter, our new solar car. Your tax-deductible contribution to the team will be recognized with the following benefits:

- Your name on the project web site at www.solarcar.arizona.edu (large font for 6+ cell purchase)
- Your name on the race trailer which runs with the car in each race (large font for 6+ cell purchase)
- A certificate with the numbers of the cells you have adopted

Help support the Arizona Solar Racing in future competitions! For more information about our team, visit the project web site, www.solarcar.arizona.edu.

ARIZONA SOLAR RACING TEAM ---------------------------- ADOPT-A-CELL CONTRIBUTION

I would like to adopt ___ solar cells for a total of $___ ($20 per cell; $100 for 6 cells; $200 for 20 cells)

Family/Person/Company Name to Display

Name

Mailing Address

City
State
ZIP Code

Email

Payment: [ ] Cash  [ ] Check #________  Make checks payable to Univ of Ariz – Ariz Solar Racing.

[ ] Check here if you would like tax deductible charitable donation information.

Arizona Solar Racing Team
AME Dept – The University of Arizona
1130 N. Mountain Ave.
Tucson, AZ 85721

We thank you for your support!!!